
 

To Whom It May Concern (Charitable & Business Communities): 
 
It is our pleasure to highly recommend Moscow Ballet to the charitable and business 
communities.  For the past five years Moscow Ballet successfully helped us fundraise 
towards a new facility for Recovery Acres.  We successfully raised sufficient funds from 
Moscow Ballet’s performances and other sources to break ground for a new facility which 
will cost approximately twenty million dollars.  Moscow Ballet increased the prestige 
visibility and prominence of Recover Acres substantially.   
 
Each year Moscow Ballet presented a new major Russian ballet.  Moscow Ballet 
presents annually between twelve to thirty two performances nationwide in Canada.  
Moscow Ballet has presented Swan Lake, Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, Great Russian 
Nutcracker and in 2011 Moscow Ballet will premiered the new world class Romeo and 
Juliet!  
 
Moscow Ballet innovated our fundraising initiatives by adding a visual arts component.  
Starting in 2010 Moscow Ballet provided original ballet paintings for our VIP patrons.   
 
Moscow Ballet has and continues to provide first class professional management of its 
tours in Canada under our management from British Columbia’s Vancouver to Alberta’s, 
Edmonton and Calgary (our headquarters) to Saskatchewan’s, Saskatoon and Regina to 
Manitoba’s, Winnipeg’s, Manitoba to Quebec’s, Montreal and Ontario’s, Toronto.  
 
For the past thirty-five years Recovery Acres has provided western Canada and its oil 
industry in Calgary and Fort McMurray major treatment facilities for adult men.  Our 
unique treatment methodology has benefited thousands of former patients.  Our recovery 
rate is a record seventy percent positive.  That is a record.  Together with Moscow Ballet 
or separate, Recovery Acres would be honored to present and/or consult and advise, if 
you wish, guidelines on how to develop a similar treatment center. 
 
Moscow Ballet will provide any community a turnkey, world class ballet company directly 
tied to a “cause-related” on-going performance and fundraising campaign that will 
responsibly answer and provide both world class artistic performances as well as human 
services fundraising assets.  This new charitable fundraising and business development 
will provide a new twenty-first century cutting edge charitable and business partnership. 

 
Respectfully,            
Dr. John O’Reilly    Respectfully, 
 
                                Dr. John O’Reilly 

 
 

 


